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We at www.ThugLifeArmy.com in our mission to keep Tupac's Legacy Alive are starting the
''Anti- Tupac Autopsy Photo Campaign''.

"We see there are many Tupac sites who say they rep for Tupac and then disrespect him and
his mother's wishes by posting the supposedly ''leaked'' picture of the Tupac autopsy. "

"This picture may or may not be real. But, it is our position that, either way, Afeni Shakur has
requested that they not be put up on the web. It is a matter of RESPECT. Not only to Afeni's
wishes but to Tupac, his estate and his true fans. "

"These pictures can be available to people who want to see them and request them by email,
they do not have to be posted on site for everyone to see and for children to see."

"We are going to institute the Anti- Tupac Autopsy Photo Campaign. We are asking TRUE sites
that rep for Tupac to remove these pictures from their sites and to add this button to their site. "

"Not a Tupac site but still support the stand taken here? Join the list and show your respect for
Tupac. Any site is able to join this list as long as they truely rep and show respect for Tupac and
his estate. "

"And we are requesting fans to watch for this button and only support sites that show their
respect for Tupac, his mother's wishes and his estate. "
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"For further info on this contact Site Staff HERE . PLEASE report any site on this list that is
found in violation of the no autopsy photos policy. Also refer sites that TRULY rep for Tupac.

Click the banner below and check out the list.
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